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1. Atmospheric Correction Algorithm Development

a. Task Objectives:

During CY 1994 there are five objectives under this task:

(i) Investigate the effects of stratospheric aerosol on the proposed correction algorithm, and

investigate the use of the 1380 nm MODIS band to remove the stratospheric aerosol perturbation.

(ii) Investigate the effect of vertical structure in aerosol concentration and type on the behavior

of the proposed correction algorithm.

(iii) Investigate the effects of polarization on the accuracy of the algorithm.

(iv) Improve the accuracy and speed of the existing algorithm.

(v) Investigate removal of the 02 "A" absorption band at 762 nm from the 765 nm SeaWiFS

band so the latter can be used in atmospheric correction of SeaWiFS. The importance of this to

MODIS is that SeaWiFS data will be used extensively to test and improve the MODIS algorithm.

Thus it is essential that the O_ absorption be adequately dealt with for SeaWiFS. [This work is

funded mostly from sources other than MODIS; however, by virtue of its importance and the fact

that some MODIS funding (and use of the TMCF) was involved, it is included in this report.]

b. Work Accomplished:

(i) We have completed the addition of a third layer to our radiative transfer code to include

stratospheric aerosols. A literature search was carried out and three stratospheric aerosol models

were selected representing a background stratospheric aerosol, a fresh volcanic aerosol, and an

aged volcanic aerosol. Computations of the optical properties of the aerosol were carried out

and radiative transfer simulations have been started. The third layer in the model contains the

stratospheric aerosol. To simulate the radiance observed in the 1380 nm band we use a single

layer in our code and omit the Fresnel-reflecting sea surface. This in effect assumes that all of the

photons that penetrate through the stratospheric aerosol are absorbed by water vapor in the free
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troposphere. In the absence of an accurate code that can carry out line-by-line multiple scattering

computations in the water vapor band we are forced to make this simplifying assumption. We

have developed a line-by-line code for other purposes (see item (v) below) and will investigate the

possibility of adapting it to this water vapor band.

The stratospheric aerosol contributes to the reflectance at all of the MODIS ocean bands. As

much as possible of this contribution should be removed from the visible and NIR bands before

applying the atmospheric correction. The analysis of our initial computations is being carried out

in the following manner. It is assumed that the reflectance at 1380 nan is totally from the strato-

spheric aerosol. The atmospheric correction algorithm, as presently implemented, is then operated

in four ways. First, the reflectances at 765 and 865 are used in the algorithm as usual, i.e., no

attention is paid to the fact that a stratospheric aerosol may be present, and the error in the at-

mospheric correction at 443 um is determined. Second, the stratospheric aerosol is incorporated

into the algorithm by simply subtracting the reflectance at 1380 um from those at 443, 765, and

865, inserting the latter two into the correction algorithm and determining the error in the correc-

tion. Third, it is assumed that the spectral variation of the optical thickness of the stratospheric

aerosol is known (either from an instrument like SAGE or from measurements from the surface)

and the reflectance at 1380 nm is scaled by the ratio of the stratospheric optical depth at the

given wavelength to that at (or in the case of surface measurements, near) 1380 urn. The scaled

reflectances are then subtracted from the reflectances of the other bands, which are then inserted

into the correction algorithm and the error in the correction at 443 nm determined. Fourth, it is

assumed that measurements of the scattering phase function at each wavelength along with the

spectral variation of theoptical depth are available for the stratospheric aerosol. The reflectance

at 1380 nm is then scaled by the ratio of the single-scattered stratospheric aerosol reflectances at

1380 and the other wavelengths, and the scaled reflectances are subtracted from the reflectances in

the visible and NI_, which are then used in the correction algorithm. The preliminary results for

a case where 25% of the aerosol optical thickness is from the stratosphere suggest that some, and

sometimes significant, improvement is possible with the third and fourth procedure. The second

procedure does not seem to appreciably reduce the error over the first procedure, which can result

in reflectance errors as large as +0.005 for a total aerosol optical thickness of only 0.2 at 865 nm.
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(ii)A Monte Carlo code employing a 50-1ayeratmosphere has been developed to carry out

thisinvestigation.To realisticallytreatthe aerosolin the code, we divide the atmosphere into

four broad regions: (1) the marine boundary layerfrom the surfaceto 2 km, where the aerosol

concentrationisindependent ofaltitude;(2)the freetroposphere,where the aerosolconcentrations

variesinproportionto erp[-z/h], where z isthe altitude(2-12km) and h (thescaleheight)is2 krn;

(3) the background stratosphere(12-30km), where the aerosolconcentrationis alsoexponential

with a scaleheight of 5 kin;and (4) a volcanicregion (20-25km) within the stratospherewhich

can containa uniformly mixed volcanicaerosol.The opticalpropertiesof each of the fourregions

can be characterizedby individualaerosolmodels, and any ofthe regionscan be freeof aerosolsif

desired.

The models for the two lower regionsare taken from Shettleand Fenn.I Briefly,based on

sizedistributionand composition measurements they developed two models with log-normal size

distributionscalledthe Tropospheric (to model the aerosolin the freetroposphere -- few large

particles)and the Oceanic (to model the aerosolproduced by sea spray -- few small particles).

They combined these to form the Maritime model to representthe aerosolin the marine boundary

layer. In terms of total aerosolnumber per unit volume the Maritime model consistsof 99%

Tropospheric and 1% Oceanic. Gordon and Wang _ added a Coastal model (99.5% Tropospheric

and 0.5% Oceanic) to provide a descriptionof the aerosolthatmight be more representativeofthe

boundary layernear the coast.

For the two upper regionswe use a model for the background stratospherefrom the WMO s

and for the volcanicaerosolfrom King et al.4 Both models assume a 75% solutionof H2S04. We

have alsoincludeda volcanicash model sto representfreshvolcanicaerosol.The sizedistributions

in theseregionsare modified gamma distributions.

The code containsprovisionfora wind-roughened sea surfacewith a surfaceslopedistribution

governed by the Cox an Munk s probabilitydensityfunction.As describedbelow in (v),itisalso

possibleto carry out line-by-linemultiplescatteringcomputations within absorptionbands. Our

comparisons of simulationsusing thiscode on problems alsosolvablewith our existingsuccessive

orderof scatteringcodes suggestthatreflectancescan be computed with an error _ + 0.1%. The
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Monte Carlo code will be used to carry out our investigation of the effects of vertical structure,

and when polarization is added will be used to create the most realistic MODIS pseudo data for

atmospheric correction thus far. We envisage that it will be a testbed for the performance and

further development of MODIS algorithm.

In our initial exercising of the code we compared its output with that of the three-layer code

with the same vertical structure., i.e., the same mix of aerosol and Rayleigh scattering in each

region and the same aerosol model in each region. The two codes agreed to better than 0.1%.

When all of the aerosol was placed in the lower layer as is the case for the preparation of our

atmospheric correction lookup tables, differences up to 1% were observed at 443 nm between the

50-layer and the two-layer codes. These observations lead us to believe that the lookup tables that

we have produced w based on over 33,000 radiative transfer simulations -- will not be satisfactory

for atmospheric correction if there is a significant aerosol concentration in the free troposphere.

(iii) We have yet to add polarization to the simulation code described in the previous section.

(iv) In the implementation of our correction algorithm, extensive lookup tables are required

for each aerosol model we employ. These give radiances for the various viewing directions and

solar positions. The viewing and solar azimuths are incorporated via a Fourier transform (series).

[For a complete description, see the MODIS water-leaving radiance ATBD.] We have started to

investigate the use of azimuthal interpolation in place of the Fourier transform. This will increase

the size of the tables; however, it may increase the speed. Also, originally the radiances for eight

aerosol optical depths were fit to a simple linear expression in optical depth. We found that the fit

was greatly improved by using a quadratic expression in place of the linear. In the implementation

using the Fourier transform, this increases the size of the lookup tables by 50%.

(v) To simulate radiative transfer in the 02 absorption, we modified our code so that line-by-

line computations could be carried out. What we wish to learn is the influence of the O2 absorption

on the radiance or the reflectance leaving the top of the atmosphere (TOA) in a band extending from

745 to ?85 nm (SeaWiFS band ?). Specifically, since the proposed SeaWiFS/MODIS algorithm
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ignores the O2 absorption, our goal is to be able to estimate what the TOA radiance would be in

the absence of the absorption band.

The 02 A band extends from about 759 to 770 nm and consistsof 286 individualabsorption

linese with appreciablestrengths.Because ofthe strongvariationof the absorptioncoefficientwith

wavelength,the absorptionover a band containingseverallineswillnot be an exponentialfunction

of the path length. Thus, itisnot possibleto assigna singlemean absorption coefficientto the

entire02 A band. Furthermore, sincethe individualspectrallinesaxe pressure and temperature

broadened, even at discretewavelengths,i.e.,bands with width <:<the width of the individual

spectrallines,the absorption coefficientwillbe dependent on altitudein the atmosphere. Thus,

a complete treatment of the radiativetransferin thisabsorption band requiresan atmosphere

consistingofseverallayersinwhich the absorptioncoefficientisa very strongfunctionoffrequency.

It ispossibleto understand qualitativelythe effectof the 02 A band on the radiance exiting

the top of the atmosphere by examining singlescattering.First,we assume that the atmosphere

isfreeof aerosols,i.e.,we only have Rayleigh scatteringand the scatteringcoefficientwillvary

with altitudein proportion to the pressurein the same manner as the 02 abundance. For a given

viewing geometry we define the air mass M as

1 1
M =_ + --,

cose_ cos60

where 0o isthe solarzenithangle and 6_ isthe viewing angle,i.e.,the angle between the surface

normal and the directionof propagating of the radianceexitingthe TOA. In the singlescattering

approximation,photonsscattering from molecules at any altitudewillhave traverseda path of

lengthproportionalto M upon exitingthe atmosphere. Thus, we expect the decreasein radiance

exitingthe atmosphere to be a functionof M; albeitnot an exponentialfunction.In the case of

multiplescatteringthe path of the photon isno longerproportionalto M so a similarargument

does not apply;however, sincethe Rayleigh opticalthicknessissmall (0.0255)at 765 nm, forthe

most part,multipleRayleigh scatteringwillbe negligibleand the radiancedecreasewillstilldepend

on M in much the same manner as for singlescattering.
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The additionof aerosolscausestwo complications:the aerosolconcentrationisa strong and

variablefunctionofaltitude;and the aerosolconcentrationisusuallysufficientlyhigh that multiple

scatteringissignificant.The influenceof the verticalprofileof aerosolconcentration iseasy to

understand in the singlescatteringapproximation.Typically,overthe oceans most of the aerosolis

in the marine boundary layerwhich is1-2 km thick.The aerosolcomponent of the TOA radiance

at 765 nm with a high concentrationof aerosolha the boundary layerwillbe significantlylarger

'_hanthe molecular-scatteringcomponent. This radiance willhave had to travelthrough most of

the atmosphere (twice)beforereachingthe TOA. The totalpath isproportionalto M, so we expect

that the radiance decrease willbe largerthan in the caseof an aerosol-fleeatmosphere (because

more of the detected photons willhave had to travelfartherha the atmosphere) and a function

of the airmass. In contrast,ifthereisa high concentrationof aerosolin the stratosphere,e.g.,

followinga major volcaniceruption,a fractionof the T0A radiance willhave scatteredfrom the

stratosphereand not have traveledthrough a significantportionof the atmosphere. In t_aiscase,

for the same aerosolconcentrationha the marine boundary layer,the fractionaldecreasein the

radiancedue to the 02 absorptionwillbe less.

We are presentlyoperating the code with the goal of providing a means of dealingwith the

effectsof the 02 absorption ha a rationalmanner.

c. Data/Analysls/Interpretation:

See item b above.

d. Anticipated Future Actions:

(i)We willcontinue our analysisof the existingsimulationsfrom the three-layercode to try

to understand how to utilizethe 1380 nm MODIS band to eliminatethe influenceof stratospheric

aerosol.New simulationswillbe carriedout for a varietyofstratosphericaerosoltypes. We will

investigatethe additionof a llne-by-linetreatment of water vapor to our MODIS simulationcode

to provide simulationsin the 1380 nm band for understanding the depth to which thisband can

"see"intothe freetroposphereas a functionofthe water vapor concentrationand profile.
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(ii) We will exercise our 50-layer MODIS simulation code to provide a better understanding

of the influence of the aerosol's vertical profile (in concentration and in type) on the reflectance at

the top of the atmosphere. In this way we will determine the required inputs into the three-layer

radiative transfer code for the preparation of atmospheric correction lookup tables.

(iii) We will begin work on the addition of polarization to our MODIS simulation radiative

transfer code. Our goal is to have a validated code during this calendar year.

(iv)We willsupply R. Evans with a new set of lookup tablesand accesssubroutinesto see

the effectofazimuthalinterpolation(asopposed to Fouriertransformation)on the operationofthe

SeaWiFS -- the MODIS prototype m atmospheric correctioncode.

(v) We willcontinue studying the influenceof the 02 absorption on the operation of the

SeaWiFS atmospheric correctionalgorithm.We expect to complete the study during thiscalendar

year.

e. Problems/Corrective Actions:

(i) None.

(ii)Our initialsimulationsusing the MODIS simulationcode suggests that a singleset of

lookup tablesbased on an assumed simple verticalprofilefor the aerosolwillnot be sufficient

to process the data. For example, African dust carriedover the Tropical Atlanticisnot in the

boundary layeras assumed in the lookup tables;a separatesetoftablesmust be used to dealwith

such situations.Similarproblems arisefrom the presenceof stronglyabsorbingaerosols,which are

not in the basic set of models utilizedin the present tables,and the presence of volcanicaerosol

in the stratosphere,which are absentas well.Thus, the inescapableconclusionisthat the lookup

tableswillhave to be regeneratedmany times using differentassumptions in order to be prepared

to dealwith most of the scenariosknown to exist.

Regeneration of the lookup tablesisa formidable task. The individualsimulationsrequire

approximately 10 minutes on the DEC 3000/400. Thus, 33,000simulationswould requireapproxi-
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mately 5500 hours,or approximately 230 days (7.5months). Utilizingthe fourexistingCPU's on

a 24-hour basiswould reduce the computation time to about 2 months. This isunacceptable for

many reasons.Firstifthe computers are being used forroutinelookup tablegenerationno other

researchcan be carriedout.Next, the lookup tableswillhave tobe regeneratedmany times not just

once,so the computers would rarelybe availablefor other aspectsof the algorithm development.

Finally,afterlaunch ofSeaWiFS and processingofthe initialdata iscomplete,we willbe required

to generate the necessarynew setsof tablesin a very timelymanner, i.e.,1-2 weeks not several

months. We can meet thisneed with two DEC Sable 2100 systems, one of which we propose to

procure with calendaryear 1994 funding and one with 1995 funding.

The DEC Sable2100 system has fourprocessorseach ofwhich isapproximately twiceasfastas

the DEC 3000/400 CPU. Thus, with one Sable 2100 a singlesetoflookup tablescould be generated

in one month and with two Sablesthe generationtime would be two weeks. We plan regularCPU

upgrades of the Sables,so by the launch ofMODIS the speed should be considerablyfasterwhich

willallowus to respond to unforseeneventsin a timelymanner.

Under thisplan the four existingDEC 3000/400 work stationswillalways be availablefor

basic algorithm studies,as willthe Sables,when not generatingtables.The Sableswillform the

backbone of the Team Member's Computing Facilityto be used forpost-launchMODIS products.

(iii)None.

(iv) None.

(v) None.

L Publications:

H.R. Gordon and M. Wang,"Retrievalof water-leavingradianceand aerosolopticalthickness

over the oceans with SeaWiFS: A preliminaryalgorithm."Applied Optics,33,443----452(1994).

K. Ding and H.R. Gordon, "Atmospheric correctionof ocean color sensors:Effectof earth

curvature."Applied Optics(Accepted).
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2. Whitecap Correction Algorithm.

a. Task Objectives:

As described in our last Semi-Annual Report, financial constraints prevent our carrying out

a whitecap study of the scope originally proposed. Since our recent analysis suggested that it is

neither possible nor important to have a precise prediction of the reflectance increase of the ocean

due to whitecaps, i.e., errors of the order of 0.002-0.004 can be tolerated, we considered abandoning

our experimental whitecap program completely. However, to assure acceptance of an atmospheric

correction that utilizes the whitecap removal procedure as one component, we believed that some

validation of the whitecap algorithm was necessary. Thus, we decided to limit our effort to trying

to collect sufficient whitecap data to validate in a coarse manner the correction model that we

developed based on a survey of the literature.

b. Work Accomplished:

A requisite part of our reduced effort is development of a radiometer that can be used in a

simple manner to measure the whitecap reflectance from a ship. We considered several alternatives

from a video camera located high on the ship to a radiometer near the surface. We settled on a

downward looking, narrow field-of-view, three-band radiometer operated on a long boom from the

ship. The radiometer would record the reflectance of a spot of the order of 10 cm in diameter on

the sea surface in a continuous manner. It will be boresighted with a video camera so interference

from other sources, e.g., sun glitter, can be eliminated from the data. The radiometer will record

open water and water covered by foam resulting from whitecaps in various stages of their lifetime.

The background return from the clear water will provide the whitecap-free reflectance. The average

reflectance above the background will provide the average reflectance enhancement of the ocean due

to whitecaps. A self contained meteorology package will determine the speed of the ship relative

to the air. A GPS unit will provide the speed of the ship. From the two we can determine the true

wind speed. Thus we should be able to obtain the reflectance increase as a function of the wind

speed for algorithm validation.
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We have requested permission from NASA to obtain the required data acquisition system,

meterological package, and GPS. And will start procurement and assembly when permission is

granted. Our goal is to have a completed system during the present calendar year.

c. Data/Analysls/Interpretatlon: None.

d. Anticipated Future Actions: See item b.

e. Problems/Correctlve Actions: See item a.

£ Publications:

A paper " Influenceof whitecaps on atmospheric correctionof ocean colorsensors,"by H.R.

Gordon and M. Wang has been revised and resubmitted to Applied Optics.

3. In-water Radiance Distribution.

a. Task Objectives:

Acquire radiance data at sea.

b. Work Accomplished:

Radiance camera isnow basicallycomplete.

c. Data/Analysls/Interpretation: None.

d. Anticipated Future Actions:

Acquire data at sea at the earliestopportunity.This willmost likelybe a cruisescheduledby

Dennis Clark in November 1994.

e. Problems/Corrective Actions: None.

f. Publications: None.
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4. Residual Instrument Polarization.

a. Task Objectives: None.

5. Direct Sun Glint Correction.

a. Task Objectives: None.

6. Prelaunch Atmospheric Correction Validation.

a. Task Objectives:

The objectivesof thistask are two fold.First,we need to demonstrate that our atmospheric

correctionscheme willwork to the requiredaccuracy. To effectthiswe willapply the algorithm

to compute the sky radiance in the blue from measurements in the near infrared.We should be

ableto do thisto about the same accuracy as looking downward from space. Second, we need to

study the propertiesof aerosolsover the ocean, in particularthe aerosolphase function and its

spectralvariation,in order to verifythe applicabilityofthe aerosolmodels on which we arebasing

the atmospheric correction.Since we willbe able to testthe algorithm with SeaWiFS data, we

believethat the second task isthe more important.

To effecttheserequiresinstrumentationformeasuring the sky radiance and the opticalthick-

nessof the atmosphere. Such instrumentationisavailablein our laboratoryand has been modified

to operate with the relevantMODIS spectralbands. Our near-term objectiveisto learnhow to

invertsky radiance to obtainaerosolopticalproperties,to carryout such inversions,and to study

the variationof the phase functionwith wavelength.

b. Work Accomplished:

We planned and executed a fieldtripto Key West, FL in April to obtain sky radiance and

other aerosoldata. Key West isa small islandand was chosen to simulate as much as possible

measurements made from a ship,i.e.,to reduce the perturbationby the land as much as possible.

11
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The planned measurements included (1) aerosol optical thickness as a function of wavelength in

nine bands from 380 to 1026 nm, (2) sky radiance using the full-sky camera at 560, 671, and 860

nm, and (3) sky radiance at selected positions using a hand-held radiometer at 558, 669, and 866

rim. The weather was less than ideal and only one day was sufficiently clear to yield data worth

trying to analyze.

c. Data/Analysls/Interpretation: Nothing concrete yet.

d. Anticipated Future Actions:

We are beginning the analysis of the one day of useful sky imagery obtained at Key West

for the aerosol optical properties. To retrieve the aerosol properties, a nearly perfectly cloud-free

sky is required. We hope this analysis will allow us to identify the significant experimental and

computational problems involved in the retrieval process and to begin to address them.

We are continuing our design of a solar aureole camera and hope to be able to request permis-

sion from NASA to build it during this calendar year.

Because of the importance to atmospheric correction of obtaining columnar aerosol data over

the oceans, we have decided to operate a site for acquisition of such data over the water near South

Florida. Thus, we have requested permission to purchase a CIMEL Electronique, Automatic Sun

Tracking Photometer, a Vitel Inc. GOES Data Transmitter with accessories, and a set of Solar

Power Panels. We will fabricate these items together as an automated sky scanning radiometer

system (ASSR). The major component of the ASSR is the CIMEL radiometer. This radiometer is

a one-of-a-kind instrument which automatically carries out spectral sky radiance measurements in

specific planes relative to the sun, along with direct solar irradiance measurements. When equipped

with solar panels for power, it can accomplish this in an unattended mode, and thus be used in

remote locations. The CIMEL radiometer is equipped with an interface for a Vitel GOES data link,

which allows the measurements to be transmitted from the remote field station to the laboratory.

Several instruments identical to that requested are presently being used successfully by GSFC

personnel (Kaufman and Holben) to perform aerosol studies over remote land areas, e.g., Central

12
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Brazil.As such, a complete softwaresystem has been developed by them for data reduction and

analysis.By duplicatingtheirinstrumentationwe save the costof developingthe data system and

analysissoftware.

e. Problems/Corrective Actions: None.

f. Publications: None.

7. Detached Coccolith Algorithm and Post Launch Studies.

a. Task Objectives:

The algorithmforretrievalof the detached coccolithconcentrationfrom the coccolithophorid

B. Huzleiiis describedin detailin our ATBD. The key isthe backscatteringcoefficientof the

detached coccoliths.These have been measured forE. H_leii and a few measurements have been

made for other species. It is found that the coccolith-specificbackscatteringcoefficienthas a

strongdependence on species;however, the calcite-specificbackscatteringcoefficientshows much

lessspeciesdependence. We need to quantifythisrelationshipfurther.There isalsoa relationship

between the growth phase ofthe cellsand the rateofdetachment ofthe coccolithswhich needs to be

furtherquantified.With thisin mind, the objectivesof our coccolithstudiesare,under conditions

ofcontrolledgrowth ofcoccolithophores(usingchemostats),to definethe effectof growth rateon:

(i)the rate at which coccolithsare produced;

(ii)on the morphology ofcoccoliths;

(iii)the ratethat coccolithsdetach from cells(thisisalsorelatedto turbulenceconditions,so our

chemostats have carefullycontrolledmixing with quantifiableshear and turbulence);and

(iv)opticalpropertiesof coccoliths(such as the calcite-specificbackscattercoefficient).

Finally,we willperform shipboard measurements of suspended calciteand associatedoptical

backscatteras validationof the laboratorymeasurements.

13
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A thorough understanding of these growth-related properties will provide the basis for a generic

suspended calcite algorithm. As with algorithms for chlorophyll, and primary productivity, the

natural variance between growth related parameters and optical properties needs to be understood

before the accuracy of the algorithm can be determined.

b. Work Accomplished:

MODIS-sponsored research has only just begun on this work and we have no progress to report.

c. Data/Analysls/Interpretation: None.

d. Anticipated Future Actions:

Experiments are currently under way to examine objectives (i)-(iv) using a chemostat with

controlled turbulence ("Tu.rbnlostat"). These experiments will be ongoing through the Fall.

e. Problems/Corrective Actions: None

f. Publications: None

8. Other Developments.

The PI and other personnel on the project devoted virtually all of their effort on the project

in January and February toward revising the Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document (ATBD) for

normalized water leaving radiance. The ABTD's for Normalized water-leaving radiance (along with

aerosol products) and detached coccoliths were delivered to M. King on February 28, 1994. The

algorithms were subjected to a standup peer review on May 10, 1994.
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